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Environmentalists Get Nervous as Industry is Gaining Ground.

I think no reasonable person is against environment protection. But what we have seen over
the last decades can hardly be judged as a balanced environment protection. Almost every-
thing originating from industrial operations was painted as terribly dangerous, as life-C,
threatening. Just remember a few examples as, e. g.:

• DDT
• Radiation
• Dioxins
• S02 (acid rain)
• CO, reenhouse effect
• Asbestos
• Low-frequency electromagnetic fields
• Logging (endangered species)
• Synthetic chemicals (Ames test)

• and many more

Almost everything was painted as having terrible consequences for the environment and hu-

mankind. Many substances and effects were blamed as being mutagenous and cancerogenous

even in the smallest quantities. The scientific literature was full of 'unk-science. Just remem-

ber the numerous studies linking leukemia with low-level radiation.

Environmentalism with associated junk science originated from the famous trend-setter USA.

That is the bad message. The good one is: The USA is once again setting the trend - this time

in order to correct past mistakes.

Closely watching the international developments, I found that "enviromaniacs" - I use this

term for the fundamentalists - are increasingly worried about their backlash. The reason for is

that the success of the "Wise Use" movement and that of "industrial front groups", as these

groups are termed by enviromaniacs, is very impressive - and worth some considerations of

copying it.

Another reason is that environmentalists are no longer getting away smoothly with their junk-

science. Honest scientist dare to speak out, to point to the many flaws in zeitgeist-science.

And, believe it or not, the media start reporting on it. Just a few examples:

o Forbes, July 6 1992--"You can't get there from here" article on ineffective and often coun-

terproductive EPA regulations by Peter Brimelow and Leslie Spencer.
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• News World Report, December 13, 1993--"The Doomsday Myths," by Stephen Budian-
sky, pp. 81-91.

• Washington Times, March 2 1994--"Mr. Gore in the Balance," lead editorial on Gore's
attempt to smear scientists, p A 16.

• Investor's Business Daily, July 7 1997--"A Green Law and Black Markets," article on
Freon smuggling by Laura M. Litvan.

• Washington Post, July 9 1997--"Dancing Around a Dilemma: Global warming promises to
become a large and gushing source of national hypocrisy" by syndicated columnist Robert
J. Samuelson, editorial section.

• Washington Post, July 13, 1997--"A Conflict Between Creatures: As Humans Move Into
Predators'Habitat, Both May Be Under Attack," article on overpopulating species by Tom
Kenworthy.

Nuclear energy is by no means the only victim of junk science, of "zeitgeist"-science. The
mining industry, the bio-tech industry, the chemical and pharmaceutical industry, the logging
industry - to mention but a few - suffered quite a lot from "politically correct" junk science.
Fighting back, setting the record straight is now - at least in North America - an approach that
even the media accept.

One result of the "green backlash" is a flood of defamatory publications on anti-
environmentalists". One of the worst is the Greenpeace-sponsored book "Green Backlash -
Global Subversion of the Environment Movement" by Andrew Rowell, published in 1996 by
Routledae, UK, USA, and Canada. Other examples are:

• "The War Against the Greens" by David Helvarg, Sierra Club Books, 1994 A critique of
this book by "Wise Use" leaders is enclosed. (Annex )

• "The Barbecue Grill Gang - Who's Opposing EPA's New Air Pollution Rules?" by CLEAR
Resources, February 27, 1997

• "Industry and Organizations make'Wise Use'of Earth Day" by CLEAR Publications,
07.05.1997

• "Burson-Marsteller: PR for The New World Order" by: Carmelo Ruiz, Reclaim The Streets
(rts�gn.apc.org), Jul. 6 1997

• "Global Spin: The Corporate Assault on the Environment" by Sharon Beder, Scribe Publi-
cations, Melbourne, Oct. 1997

More factual are contributions like:

• "TheMythof'Win-Win... by Jim Britell, 15.09.1997 (Annex 2)
• Western Ancient Forest Campaign, Report From Washington, October 13, 1997, Vol. 7,

No. 5; section: "Environmental Rollbacks" (Annex 3)

But: What is the new, successful approach that makes possible environment protection in a
balanced manner? There are three key "ingredients":

1. Business networks
2. Think tanks
3. Citizen movements
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1. Business networks

There are of course many networks. What I have in mind are the "green" networks like the
"Responsible Care" program (chemistry), the International Charter for Sustainable Develop-
ment, the "Advisory Committee on Business and the Environment", the "Global Environ-
mental Management Initiative", and the "World Business Council for Sustainable Develop-
ment" (a merger of the business council for sustainable development, BCSD, and the world
industry council for sustainable development, WICE). There are many more organizations of
this kind. But the few I mentioned should make clear what kind of organizations I meant with
business networks.

These networks work closely with "mainstream" environmentalists. Their publications are
sometimes barely to distinguish from publications of environmental organizations. An exam-
ple is the BCSD's book (Schmidheiny S, "Changing Course: A Global business Perspective on
Development and the Environment", MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. London, England, 1992.)

The direct exchange of views without any (interpreting) inten-nediaries has for sure some ad-
vantages which I feel I do not have to explain to you in detail.

2. Think tanks

Scientists working at think tanks - such as the George C. Marshall Institute, Science and Envi-
ronmental Policy Project, Cato Institute, American Council on Science and Health, Competi-
tive Enterprise Institute, Capital Research Center, National Center for Public Policy Research,
to mention but a few - increasingly dare to speak out, pointing to flaws in "politically correct"
environmental science. The home pages of many institutes are full of examples.

These scientists also published books exposing 'unk-science. Some examples are:

• "Toxic Terror: The Truth Behind the Cancer Scare" by Elizabeth Whelan (Jameson Books,
1985)

• "Protecting the Environment: Old Rhetoric, New Imperatives" by Jo Kwong Echard, Stud-
ies in Organization Trends (Capital Research Center, 1990)

• "Trashing the Planet" co-authored by Dixy Lee Ray (Regnery Gateway, 1990)
"Eco-Scam: The False Prophets of the Ecological Apocalypse" by Ronald Bailey (St.

Martin's Press, 1993).
"Science Under Siege" by Michael Fumento (Morrow, New York 1993).
"Environmental Overkill: Whatever Happened to Common Sense?" co-author. D. L. Ray
(Regnery Gateway, 1993).
Eco-Sanity A Common-Sense Guide to Environmentalism by Joseph L. Bast, Peter J. Hill,
and Richard C. Rue (Madison Books, 1994)
The True State of the Planet: Ten of the World's Premier Researchers in a Major Challenge
to the Environmental Movement, edited by Ronald Bailey (The Free Press, 1995)
"The Flight from Science and Reason" edited by Paul R. Gross, Norman Levitt, and Martin
W. Lewis (Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. 775, 1996)
Polluted Science: The EPA's Campaign to Expand Clean Air Regulations by Michael
Furnento (American Enterprise Press, 1997)
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Other useful material is:

"The Directory of Environmental Scientists and Economists", a publication of the Env'
ronmental Policy Task Force, a project of The National Center for Public Policy Research,
released December 1996. (Annex 4)
"Science and Environment Databank a publication of "The National Center for ubli

I IC
Policy Research", last download: 30.11.1997. (Annex )

The activities of the think tanks had in my opinion a remarkable influence on the media and
politicians.

A few years ago, you could hardly find contributions by these independent scientists in the
media - with one exemption: Forbes! Today even the New York Times and The Washington
Post carry their contributions.

The World Wide Web will - in my opinion - enhance the process of coming to balanced envi-
ronment protection based on facts rather than on ficts.

3. Citizen movements

A "new brand of citizen movements is gaining momentum - and public acceptance!

In principle, there are two kinds of citizen movements of the "new" brand:

Movements initiated by PR-giants such as Burston Marsteller and Hill Knowlton (and a
few more). The enviromaniacs call these groups "industrial front groups".
"Wise Use" groups angry citizens who suffered from over-regulation, e. g. people
who lost their ob, farmers who are no more allowed to log their trees or let their cattle
graze on "public land", and people who suffer from a devaluation of their properties caused
by "protection acts".

They use their own materials as well material from "Think-Tanks". To give you a taste on
what such publications look like, I chose two examples:

• "National Directory of Environmental and Regulatory Victims", (Abbreviated Edition),
published October 1996 by The National Center for Public Policy Research. (Annex 6)

• "Wise Use: What Do We Believe?", downloaded 30.11.1997 (Annex 7)

Both movements copy to a wide extent the successful tactics of the environmental movement,
e.

• Drowning politicians with letters, faxes, phone calls on a special issue
• Organizing demonstrations with banners
• Issuing resolutions
• Attracting media attention with uncommon actions
• Voicing loudly their discontent with the present situation which deprives them of their

freedom
Usina stickers, leaflets, and brochures with their point of view

• "Fly-ins" to Washington
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• Organizing "grass roots" support
• Pointing to scientific studies supporting their case

The "Wise Use" movement copies also the harassment of key persons on a special issue, an
issue which should at least a few of you know from personal experience.

The "Wise Use" movement copies also the approach of the environmental movement to dis-
credit a group or branch by accusing them of being:

• Religious fanatics
• Communists
• Nazis
• Followers to a hidden agenda
• Elitists longing for a world government
• Extremists and anti-Americans
• Out to kill the economy and thereby your 'ob
• Violent terrorists
• and the like

The word "copy" may arouse some skepticism. Therefore, I want to remember you of the
terms "Atom-Mafia", ozone killer", climate killer", "right wingers", "ultra conservatives",
"destroyers of the planet", "concrete heads", "job killers". There are many more of these dis-
crediting attributions.

What is the quintessence to be drawn from my contribution?

It is very simple. Environmentalists have overwhelmingly a background in political and social
sciences. Therefore, part of their education has been how to influence people. In order to cope
with them, a promising approach is to copy them. Mirror their approach! Follow the American
example!

Thank you for your attention.
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At the Mercy of Politics


